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September 4, 1997

Docket No. 50-461

Mr. James L. Caldwell
DeputyRegional Administrator
RegionIII
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
801 Warrenville Rd.
Lisle, IL 60532-4351

Subject! Unauthorized Sleeping Area
Found in Radiolonical Control Area

Dear Mr. Caldwelh

This letter is a follow-up to our conversation on August 29,1997, describing the
actions Illinois Power (IP) is taking following discovery of an unauthorized sleeping
area found inside the Rr..Llogical Control Area (RCA) at Clinton Power Station (CPS),
Sleeping in the RCA is a flagrant disregard of both radiological and company policy that
is not tolerated at CPS. Unauthorized sleeping in the RCA compromises the radiation
safety of our workers. IP understands that this is a repeat incident and that previous
corrective actions have been insufficiently eff'ective in avoiding recurrence.

On August 26,1997, during in depth area cleaning, an unauthorized sleeping
area was discovered on the 762' elevation of the Radwaste Building. Five hidden'make
shift beds were found while performing cleaning in the area. Three of the beds were
located on ventilation ducting and two on cable trays. An ashtray was discovered near
one of the beds. - It is believed that these beds were used by contract personnel during -

the current refueling outage as a hard hat bearing'the insulator craft logo was found in )gclose proximity to one of the beds. This constituted a violation of CPS requirements
governing employee conduct in the RCA and company policy. Condition Report (CR)
1-97-08-254 was generated to investigate and determine corrective actions for this I
issue. D
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The immediate actions taken included evaluating the radiological conditions of the
sleeping area, verifying that the cable trays and ventilation ducting were not safety related

. or physically damaged, and removing the beds and ash tray from the area. Surveys of the
area found general area dose rates to be 0.005 millirem per hour and no loose radioactive
contamination was detected. A radiological evaluation of the area determined the
potential for changing dose rates does not exist. It was also determined that the electrical
cable trays and ventilation ducting are not safety related and no physical damage to either
was evident.

A walk down of general access areas is in progress to determine if other
clandestine sleeping areas exist in the RCA. During the search on September 2,1997, an
additional sleeping area on a concrete platform was found on the 712' elevation of the
Turbine Building. This area is not normally accessible. Surveys of the ares indicated
general area dose rates to be between 0.025 millirem per hour and 0.05 millirem per hour.
A contact dose rate on a pipe in the area was a maximum of 0.2 millirem per hour. No
loose radioactive contamination was detected. A radiological evaluation of the area

I determined that only minimal changes in dose rates may occur. A review of a previous
survey data at 100 percent power indicated general area dose rates to be less than 0.2
millirem per hour. IP plans to complete the walk down of general access areas and to
report any discrepancies to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission resident and regional
inspectors.

IP considers personnel sleeping in the RCA to be a significant infraction or our
rules and policies and violations of these rules, and policies will result in severe disciplinary
action being taken. This policy will be communicated using several different methods,
Radiation Protection management and the Radiation Protection shop union steward will
address the IP union employees at CPS on the severity of this issue and the consequences
of sleep'mg and/or smoking in the RCA. In addition, the Supervisor of Maintenance

.

Services and the Director Plant Radiation and Chemistry will meet with union
representatives from the insulator's local who worked at CPS during this eutage. IP's
policy on' sleeping in the RCA will be clearly communicated at this meet 4g and the union
response to this issue will determine ifIP continues to use this local for 'ature outages.
Additionally, memoranda will be provided to site employees informint, them of the
radiological safety aspect of sleeping in the RCA and the consequemes if this policy is

-violated.
_

Consequences for supervision regarding sleeping and ',moking in the RCA will also
be addressed. The immediate supervisor of any individual who is caught sleeping in the
RCA will be held responsible and appropriate disciplina:y action will be taken.
? Supervisory oversight during refueling outages will also be strengthened as craft personnel -
will report to a supervisor in addition to craft level oversight.

Radiation worker training will be modified to include why sleeping in the RCA
compromises radiological safety. The consequences for violating this policy will also be
presented.
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IP understands that improving accountability and performance of radiation* "

workers is paramount in improving overall CPS performance. Unauthorized sleeping and
smoking in the RCA is a serious issue that compromises radiological safety and will not be
tolerated. IP is taking aggressive steps to correct this deficiency to prevent further
violation of our RCA sleeping and smoking policy.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely yours,

f.y D /

Wayne D. Romberg
Assistant Vice President
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cc: NRC Document ControlDesk
Clinton Licensing Project Manager, Region III, USNRC
Regional Administrator, Region III, USNRC
Branch' Chief, Region III, USNRC

.

Reactor Inspector, Region III, USNRC
NRC Resident Inspector Office, V-690
Illinois Department ofNuclear Safety


